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Is imbalance between supply and demand the reason of
Japanese stock market fall?
 Short sale ratio exceeded 40% for record 42 consecutive days in the recent past. Many investors expect
falling stock price as a profit opportunity.
 When futures price drops, net unsettled balance of arbitrage trading tends to fall as unsettled buying balance
decreases and unsettled selling balance increases.
 The stock price fall and supply and demand imbalance are mainly caused by the huge selling of futures and
spot equity markets by foreign investors. However we believe that chance of sharp rally is increasing.

Short sale ratio exceeded 40% for record 42 consecutive days in the recent past. Many investors expect
falling stock price as a profit opportunity.
For the recent past, the supply is in excess of the demand in Japanese stock market due to (1) a high proportion
of short selling and (2) sharp decrease of net unsettled balance of arbitrage trading. Currently, the gap between
supply and demand of Japanese stock market is extremely wide. This report is to validate how current supply and
demand situation impacts the stock price.
Short sale ratio is generally deemed high when it exceeds 40% and translated as the stock price will soon hit
the bottom. However, the excess of 40% had continued for 42 days (October 1st to November 29th, 2018), the
longest record since October 16th, 2008 from when data became available. As it was not uncommon that the
percentage exceeded 40% for days this year (Diagram 1), it indicates that extremely large number of investors
expect profit opportunities in the weakening equity market.
“Diagram 1: Consecutive business days of short sale
ratio exceeded 40%”

“Diagram 2 : Net unsettled balance of arbitrage
trading and later stock price movement”

(Note) Data from 4 Jan to 18 Dec, 2018. Subject of period above 5 consecutive business days.
(Source) SMAM, based on Bloomberg L.P. data.

(Source) SMAM, based on Bloomberg L.P. data.
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When futures price drops, net unsettled balance of arbitrage trading tends to fall as unsettled buying
balance decreases and unsettled selling balance increases.
As to arbitrage trading, when futures price is temporarily higher than spot price as foreign investors are buying
futures, arbitrage companies (mainly securities houses) will practice arbitrage of selling futures and buying spot.
On the other hand, when futures price is temporarily lower than spot price as foreign investors are selling futures,
arbitrage companies will practice arbitrage of buying futures and selling spot. The balance of spot buying is called
“unsettled buying balance of arbitrage trading” and that of spot selling is called “unsettled selling balance of
arbitrage trading”. The former subtracted by the latter is called “net unsettled balance of arbitrage trading”.
Net unsettled balance of arbitrage trading tends to decrease with futures price fall. For example, when futures
price falls, the arbitrage company who had sold futures and had bought spot will buy back futures and sell spot to
cancel the trade, which will decrease unsettled buying balance of arbitrage trading. As mentioned before,
unsettled selling balance of arbitrage trading will increase if futures price falls, as another arbitrage company will
buy futures and sell spot. Accordingly, net unsettled balance of arbitrage trading will decrease.

The stock price fall and supply and demand imbalance are mainly caused by the huge selling of futures
and spot equity markets by foreign investors. However we believe that chance of sharp rally is increasing.
Generally, when net unsettled balance of arbitrage trading falls below 500 million stocks, it is translated as the
stock price is almost at the bottom. As of December 14th, it dropped below 100 million to 91.44 million possibly
due to foreign investors selling futures. In fact foreign investors had sold JPY 6774.1 billion of futures (total of
Nikkei 225 Futures, Nikkei 225 mini, TOPIX Futures and mini-TOPIX Futures) from the beginning of the year to
the first week of December (3rd to 7th). It suggests that equivalent amount of selling occurred in the spot market
due to the cancelations of arbitrage trading.
Furthermore, foreign investors had sold JPY 5199.1 billion of spot (total of first and second sections and
emerging markets in both TSE and NSE) from the beginning of the year to the first week of December. It has
already exceeded the selling amount of year 2008 (JPY 3708.5 billion). The reason of falling Japanese stock
market may possibly be attributed to the extreme imbalance between supply and demand. After December 13th
1991, net balance of arbitrage trading became negative for twice and Japanese stock market sharply recovered
after both occasions (Diagram 2). We believe that chance of sharp rally is increasing as unsettled selling balance
of arbitrage trading will settled sooner or later.

*Please note that this report is a translation of Japanese report written on December 19, 2018.
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Disclaimer
Please read this disclaimer carefully.
This material is for non-Japanese institutional investors only.
The research and analysis included in this report, and those opinions or judgments as outcomes thereof, are
intended to introduce or demonstrate capabilities and expertise of Sumitomo Mitsui Asset Management
Company, Ltd. (hereinafter “ SMAM ” ), or to provide information on investment strategies and opportunities.
Therefore this material is not intended to offer or solicit investments, provide investment advice or service, or to
be considered as disclosure documents under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law of Japan.
The expected returns or risks in this report are calculated based upon historical data and/or estimated upon
the economic outlook at present, and should be construed no warrant of future returns and risks.
Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.
 The simulated data or returns in this report besides the fund historical returns do not include/reflect any

investment management fees, transaction costs, or re-balancing costs, etc.
The investment products or strategies do not guarantee future results nor guarantee the principal of
investments. The investments may suffer losses and the results of investments, including such losses, belong to
the client.
The recipient of this report must make its own independent decisions regarding investments.
The opinions, outlooks and estimates in this report do not guarantee future trends or results. They constitute
SMAM’s judgment as of the date of this material and are subject to change without notice.
The awards included in this report are based on past achievements and do not guarantee future results.
The intellectual property and all rights of the benchmarks/indices belong to the publisher and the authorized
entities/individuals.
This material has been prepared by obtaining data from sources which are believed to be reliable but SMAM
can not and does not guarantee its completeness or accuracy.
All rights, titles and interests in this material and any content contained herein are the exclusive properties of
SMAM, except as otherwise stated. It is strictly prohibited from using this material for investments,
reproducing/copying this material without SMAM’s authorization, or from disclosing this material to a third party.
Registered Number: Kanto Local Finance Bureau (KINSHO) No.399
Member of Japan Investment Advisers Association, The Investment Trusts Association, Japan and Type Ⅱ
Financial Instruments Firms Association
© Sumitomo Mitsui Asset Management Company, Limited
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